The third term of the academic year started in earnest and is about to end. OLE was with us once again. The good results we had from the program last term when it started, was sustained this term. Teachers in various classes took the program so seriously that there was a competition dubbed ‘NKABOM ADESUA/EKOMEFEMO YE NIKASAMOMLI DAY’ meaning “LET’S LEARNTOGETHER” organized by the program organizers led by Mr. Kofi Essien.

The rationale behind the event was to:

- Create awareness for education
Bring community and school together as a catalyst for various educational and social activities
Build confidence among pupils by providing opportunities to express themselves and be appreciated for their worth
Provide bonding opportunities for parents and their wards for children to feel wanted by parents
Improve academic work (especially Literacy skills) through the various vigorous preparations towards the final competition.

Participation teams include:

1. Class teams (KG,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6)
2. Joint Parent and Pupil Team (Early grade (KG-P2),P3 & P4,P5,P6)
3. Joint Parents, Teachers and Pupils Teams

The main events of the competition were:

- KG-P3 Quiz (what is in the curriculum, community issues) spelling Bee, word formation, word puzzle using phonics
- P4-P6 Quiz (what is in the curriculum, community issues) spelling Bee, words formation, reading (from textbook and on Tablet) & comprehension
- Joint Parents and Pupils Team & Parents/teachers/pupils Teams
  a. Quiz (current affairs, educational issues, cultural issues) Spelling Bee, word formation, using words to form sentences, translating from one language to English and vice versa
  b. Football and tug for educational excellence.

A lot of rules were set for the competition and a date (24th July, 2013) was also slated for the event.

The school prepared adequately and took part in all the events.

Class 6 came first out of eight schools that took part in the competition. Our team was so powerful that other contestants could not match them at all.
Basic 5 also came 1st with Basic 4,3 and 2 coming second. The KG and Basic 1 also did marvelously well as they also came 1st in their categories.

Our school however came SECOND in the OVERALL positioning. Only to be beaten with just two points.

The KG & Basic 1 pupils taking their prices from Mr. Kofi Essien

The school also came second in the Joint Parent and Pupil Team with the Parent taking a big Hamper from the Organizers. The pupil was also given a box of indomine

A hamper and an Indomine for the WINNERS

The head teacher receiving the plaque for the second position

There was jubilation everywhere as competitors, teachers, parents and supporters took to dancing in the Hall after the announcement from the organizers.

The jubilation could not end in the Hall as it was carried into the vehicle that took them home.

A lot was given to the school as seen in the vehicle
Back at school the plaque and other items i.e. 10 boxes of Indomine, Office equipment, books from Parleys, story books etc. was presented to the Local Manager for his blessings before giving out to the kids what belonged to them.

The Local Manager advised the pupils to take the program serious as it will inculcate in them good habits of reading and a matter of fact learning.